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Rr
Sound out these words.

rat rug
Rob run

High-Frequency Words
Read-Spell-Write these words.
(Pay special attention to the 
letters in red.)

have to too
where

Read
Together
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The man can run to the bus.
Run, man, run!

bus

man
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The bug can hop in the sun.
Hop, bug, hop! sun

bug
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The cub can sit in the tub.
Sit, cub, sit!

tub

cub
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Rob can have fun, too.
Where can Rob run? Comprehension Checkpoint

1   Find the word on page 8 that names 
an animal.

2  Where can the cub sit?

3  What are two things can Rob run to? 

4   Do you like to run? Tell a partner why or why not.

Write, Write, Write About It
Make your own maze. Use words and pictures 
with the letter r.

Fun With Fluency
Read the story again. Make a list of all the words 
with r. Read your list to a partner.

Practice Makes… Brain Power! 
Reread these words you already know to give 
your brain a boost.

bug cub hop man sun
bus cup hut rug the
can fun in sit tub

hut

rug

cup rat

Rob

Read
Together
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